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[1] We present a method for 3‐D gravity inversion designed to obtain density contrast
models described by subhorizontal layers limited by irregular discontinuity interfaces
and models constituted by shallow basins with light infill. It is based on a previously
published inversion method that provides, in a nearly automatic approach, the 3‐D
geometry of isolated anomalous bodies. The basic adjustment constraints are model
fitness (fitting the anomaly data) and model smoothness (minimizing the total anomalous
mass). For models corresponding to subhorizontal layers, we consider an additional
minimization condition: the proximity to prescribed horizontal interfaces. This condition is
arranged by including an additional weighting (inverse proportional to the distance to
the interface) in the covariance matrix for model parameters. The approach works,
according a growth process that increases, step by step, the volume of the adjusted
anomalous bodies. Some advantages of the method are simultaneous adjustment of a
(linear) regional gravity trend, possibility of including simultaneously positive and
negative anomalous structures in the model, and unified inversion approach for isolated
bodies, basins, and subhorizontal interface structures. We include several simulation
examples and an application case (layered model for the volcanic island of Tenerife).
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1. Introduction

[2] The determination of the subsurface distribution of mass
from an observed gravity anomaly (i.e., the inverse gravimetric
problem) has twomain problems: (1) nonunique solution [e.g.,
Al‐Chalabi, 1971] and (2) the anomaly data are composed of
nonexact values for a discrete number of points. Both problems
can be overcome by making assumptions on the following
aspects: (1) about the model parameters (existing information
on the subsurface structure from geological hindsight) and
(2) about the data parameters (statistical properties of the
inexact data, e.g., Gaussian distribution of errors).
[3] Nonlinear methods for gravity inversion seek to

determine the geometrical properties of anomalous bodies for
prescribed density contrast values [e.g., Pedersen, 1979;
Barbosa et al., 1997]. These methods offer results, which are
conditional to the validity of the assumptions. For instance,
Wildman and Gazonas [2009] use a geometrical description
of anomalous bodies as polyhedral structures. Another geo-
metrical description for anomalous models is obtained by the
aggregation of regular cells [e.g., Silva Dias et al., 2009].
Aggregation structures are valuable for describing isolated

anomalous bodies [Camacho et al., 2000], particularly in
volcanic terrains.
[4] Two special geometrical configurations of the distri-

bution of anomalous mass in addition to those of isolated
bodies are particularly interesting with respect to common
geological conditions: structures related to shallow basin
infill and to subhorizontal layering.
[5] The first corresponds to the case of a concave structure

filled with a light sedimentary material. The corresponding
gravity anomaly is negative and may be modeled by a flat
lying low‐density body (homogeneous or stratified) extend-
ing to the free surface underlain by a concave upward bottom
interface [e.g., Leão et al., 1996]. Inversion methods gener-
ally aim at determining, by a nonlinear approach, the bottom
interface as defined by elementary cells. Rectangular prisms
have been widely used to describe the model structure [e.g.,
Cordell and Henderson, 1968; Rama Rao et al., 1999]. The
functional description of the continuous bottom surface [e.g.,
García‐Abdeslem, 2000] has also offered interesting results.
[6] The gravimetric inversion of basement structures of

high density is rather similar to the case of a basin structure.
The top interface of the basement is modeled by elementary
cells, its adjustment being explored by a nonlinear approach
[e.g., Afnimar and Nakagawa, 2002]. Both cases, basin and
basement, generically involve a model of a single sub-
horizontal interface for the density discontinuity. Meaningful
solutions can be obtained for specific density contrasts by
assuming suitable smoothing conditions. Additional infor-
mation such as the depth to anomalous bodies (obtained by
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other means) provide additional constraints for the inversion
routine [e.g., Leão et al., 1996].
[7] Additional complexities and higher ambiguity of results

in the inversion arise for the case of subsurface (sub)horizontal
layering described by more than one discontinuity interface.
The main problem during inversion is the assignment of spe-
cific features of the gravity anomaly to irregularities of each
interface. An anomaly may arise due to many small perturba-
tions in interfaces by shallow depths or few large perturbations
at greater depth. Traditionally, methodological approaches are
based on the calculation of the Fourier transform of the grav-
itational anomaly as the sumof the Fourier transform of powers
of the perturbing interface topographies [e.g., Oldenburg,
1974; Chakraborty and Agarwal, 1992; Reamer and Ferguson,
1989]. Most of these methods are derived from modeling
magnetic data [e.g., Bhattacharyya, 1978; Xia and Sprow,
1992]. Some statistical techniques, such as the collocation
approach [Barzaghi et al., 1992], have been also tried. When
a very high geological knowledge of the zone is available, a
perturbation process of the initial model can offer good results
[Guillen et al., 2004].
[8] For these particular cases, isolated bodies, basin infill (or

dense basement) and subhorizontal layers, several particular
methods have been developed ad hoc, just corresponding to
these particular structural hypothesis. Here we propose a new
original methodology able to deal with all these particular
structural configurations in a common versatile form, within a
3‐Dcontext and based on a nearly automatic and nonsubjective
general inversion approach. It comes from a modification of a
published method, originally designed for nonsubjective
modeling of 3‐D isolated bodies with free geometry [Camacho
et al., 2000, 2002]. The main new idea is to modify the
adjustment equations for isolated bodies by adding aweighting
matrix able to move the adjusted anomalous masses closer to
the discontinuity interfaces.
[9] Next, we describe the new suggested methodology

and then give some simulation examples and a study case
(Tenerife Island) to provide a better understanding of this
inversion approach.

2. Methodology

[10] Here we will develop (1) a brief summary of the
methodological principles of the previously published
method for inversion of isolated 3‐D bodies, and (2) the
modified version to take account of models corresponding to
basin structures and to several discontinuity interfaces. The
case of a basin structure will appear as a simplified case of
the model described by several interfaces.

2.1. General Approach

[11] The basic inversion methodology is described by
Camacho et al. [2000, 2002] and Gottsmann et al. [2008].
We consider here a brief summary of key concepts.
[12] Let (xi, yi, zi), i = 1,…,n, be the coordinates of the

gravity stations Pi and let Dgi, be the respective gravity
anomaly (Bouguer anomaly data) (see Figure 1).We consider
the gravity data as imprecise values with Gaussian uncer-
tainty given by a covariance (n, n) matrix, QD. We assume
also that gravity data contain a linear regional trend given as

�greg ¼ g0 þ gx xi � xMð Þ þ gy yi � yMð Þ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; n; ð1Þ

where g0, gx, gy are unknown parameters and xM, yM are
mean values for the coordinates xi, yi, i = 1,…,n of the
survey points.
[13] We consider some a priori values, negative and

positive, Dr−, Dr+, as suitable prescribed density contrasts
for the subsurface volume. They can be the same values
Dr0

−, Dr0
+ for the whole anomalous structure, or conversely

they can take different a priori values, Drk
−, Drk

+ for dif-
ferent prescribed areas k = 1,2,…,. Our purpose is to
determine a geometrical structure of anomalous bodies filled
with the prescribed density values and able to fit the
observation data. This structure will be described by
aggregation of elemental cells. For that, the model domain
(subsurface volume close to the survey area) is decomposed
into a 3‐D partition of small parallelepiped cells. The
inversion process aims to fill some selected cells with the
prescribed density contrast and then to construct an anom-
alous model as defined by a 3‐D aggregation of those m
filled cells. The design equation to relate gravity anomaly
with modeling parameters and residuals vi is

Dgi ¼
X
j2Jþ

AijD�þj þ
X
j2J�

AijD��j þ �greg þ vi; i ¼ 1; . . . ; n;

ð2Þ

where Aij is the vertical attraction for unit density for the jth
parallelepiped cell upon the ith observation point [e.g., Pick
et al., 1973] and J+, J− are sets of indexes identifying the
cells filled with positive or negative density values. These
sets J+ and J− constitute the main unknown to be deter-
mined (together with g0, gx, gy) in the inversion approach
and determine the geometry of the anomalous bodies in a
nonlinear relationship.
[14] The problem of nonuniqueness in the solution of

(2) can be solved following the general treatment of the least
squares inversion methods of Tarantola [1988]. So, we adopt
a mixed minimization condition, based on model “fitness”
(least squares minimization of residuals) and model
“smoothness” (l2 minimization of total anomalous mass)

vTQ�1
D vþ � mTQ�1

M m ¼ min; ð3Þ

where m = (Dr11,…, Drm)
T are density contrast values for

the m cells of the model, v = (v1,…, vn)
T are residual values

for the n data points, QD is the a priori covariance matrix for
uncertainties of the gravity data, QM is an a priori covariance
matrix for uncertainties of the model parameters, and l is a
factor for selected balance between fitness and smoothness of
the model.. We suggest taking a model matrixQM

−1 given by
a diagonal normalizingmatrix of nonnull elements that are the
same as the diagonal elements of ATQD

−1A, with matrix A of
elements Aij from (2). This covariance matrix makes it pos-
sible to obtain inversion models located at suitable depths
(see further simulation tests). It is a key for the inversion
approach.
[15] The fully nonlinear system given by (1) and (3) could

be solved by a general exploratory approach of the model
space [Tarantola, 1988] according to a random process [e.g.,
Silva and Hohmann, 1983]. However, taking into account the
very high number of freedom degrees, the general exploration
of the model space must be substituted by some faster
approach. In this sense, we use a growth process. The cells are
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selected, definitively filled and aggregated to the model (by
including them in the index files J+, J−) in a step by step
mode. For each step only one new cell is selected by a much
faster exploratory approach and then filled and included in
the sets J+ and J− to be aggregated to the anomalous bodies
in a growth process. This is the second key.
[16] The third main key of the approach is to substitute the

system (1) and (3) (corresponding to fit of a global model)
by a system suitable for fitting of a new cell, for example
cell j. It is

Dgi � Dgci þ AijD�j
� �

f � g0 þ gx xi � xMð Þ þ gy yi � yMð Þ� �
¼ vi ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; n; ð4Þ

vTQ�1
D vþ �f 2mTQ�1

M m ¼ min; ð5Þ

where Dgi
c is the modeled gravity corresponding to the

previously filled cells, Drj takes the prescribed density
values and f ≥ 1 is an unknown scale factor for fitting the
modeled anomalies (Dgi

c + AijDrj) to the observed ones. For
each possible new cell the parameters f, g0, gx, gy are
adjusted at each step by solving the system (4) and (5).
Next, using f, g0, gx, gy, we can evaluate the suitability of
that cell (filled with a prescribed density value) by the misfit

value given by (5). Then, the jth prism producing a mini-
mum misfit value is selected to be definitively filled and
aggregated to the growing body (see Camacho et al. [2007]
for details). For each successive step, the adjusted scale
value f decreases and the additional parameters g0, gx, gy
reach nearly stable values. The process stops when f
approaches 1, resulting in the full‐size 3‐D body and a final
linear regional trend.
[17] Camacho et al. [2000, 2002] and Gottsmann et al.

[2008] give some simulation examples showing the suit-
ability of this 3‐D inversion approach while also pointing
out some limitations.

2.2. Gravity Modeling of Shallow Basins

[18] This is a classical problem of the gravity inversion
approach. The aim is to define the geometry of a shallow
basin structure characterized by low‐density values with
respect to the background medium. Some problems arise
when the anomaly due to the concave basin is not well
isolated. Frequently, the anomaly data can include a gravity
regional trend and the effects of some other structures
(mainly high‐density bodies) other than the main concave
basin body. Other minor problems can arise from the exis-
tence of outlier values in the data and from the usual strat-
ification within the basin material (particularly for the

Figure 1. Partition of the subsurface volume into parallelepiped cells under the survey bench marks.
Modified process to assign and fill new cells corresponding to the model of several subhorizontal layers.
(a) Assumed initial model with horizontal layers of depth z0, z1, z2. (b) Model for an intermediate step of
the growth process. The arrows indicate the selective effect of weighting that makes it possible to obtain
new filled cells close to the discontinuity surfaces.
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deepest portions of a given basin). We propose to apply
the methodology of section 2.1 to the present problem of
the basin modeling by means of some ad hoc modifications.
[19] The former general methodology is useful in a gen-

eral context, giving rise to valuable information about the
shape and position of the anomalous bodies. However, the
resulting bodies become mostly closed and “rounded.” This
is different from the particular case of basin structures,
where the negative (low‐density) anomalous body is quite
flat, shallow, open to the air and concave. When the general
approach is directly applied to a simulation example of basin
structure, the resulting negative body appears close to the
bottom of the “true” body, but with a more or less rounded
and closed shape (see below some simulation tests).
[20] However, the general methodology does provide

interesting properties: simultaneous determination of a
gravity trend, good approach for fit and regularization con-
ditions, robust approach to take account of outlier values, 3‐D
context, good general determination of depths and shapes,
simultaneous incorporation of “positive” and “negative”
bodies in the model. Therefore, it is interesting to modify the
general method, by keeping as possible the advantageous
properties. We propose the following approach.
[21] In the general growth process for modeling, each new

cell of the subsurface partition is selected to be filled with a
priori prescribed positive or negative density value, according
to the minimization condition (5). We propose to include an
additional weighting matrix P that produces the effect of
moving the negative part of the model to be optionally closer
to the open air surface.

vTQ�1
D vþ �f 2mTPQ�1

M m ¼ min; ð6Þ

Wewill assume a simple diagonal format for P, with elements
linearly depending on the depth of the cells:

pjj ¼ a �o � Zj
� �þ b; ð7aÞ

for negative density contrast

pjj ¼ 1; ð7bÞ

for positive density contrast, and

pij ¼ 0 if i 6¼ j: ð7cÞ

Zj is the depth of jth cell, z0 is a fixed depth close to the top of
the model. A controls the upward translation of the negative
part of the model. For a = 0 the obtained model appears
rounded and located at neutral depth. For a < 0, the negative
part of the model trends to appear flattened and closer to the
top surface. Parameter b is calculated, for each a value, to
produce a mean unit weight for the total negative anomalous
volume V:

ZZZ
V

a �0 � Zj
� �þ b

� �
dX dY dZ ¼

ZZZ
V
dX dY dZ ¼ V ð8Þ

This way, the negative part (low‐density structure) of the
model can be optionally upward translated and flattened to
constitute a basin structure open to the topographic surface.
The positive part (high‐density structure) of the model will
retain its neutral shape and depth. It allows for versatile

models composed of negative basin structure alongwith other
generic positive bodies. The general properties and features
of the method (simultaneous determination of a regional
gravity trend, control of outlier data values, optimal choice of
the factor for balance between model fitness and model
smoothness) can be applied to this modified process to pro-
duce a modeled basin structure.
[22] For a basin filled with stratified material, the inver-

sion process can be carried out by assuming a prescribed
low‐density value Drk

− = Dr− (Zk) depending on the depth
Zk of the cell given according to usual defined functions for
expected stratification based on compaction curves for
various different materials and burial histories. It runs very
similar to the case of fixed value Drk

− = Dr0
−.

[23] The case of modeling the top surface of a convex
basement structure defined by a deep high‐density mass
built up upon a base level can be conducted in a similar way.
Now the additional weighting would be applied to the
positive anomalous masses; z0 would be the depth for the
base level for the basement and parameter a would take a
positive value to get downward translation.

2.3. Gravity Modeling of Multiple Discontinuity
Subhorizontal Interfaces

[24] The modeling of multiple discontinuity interfaces is
also a classical problem that arises when good geological
information about subsurface mass distribution is available
for the regional environment in the form of a general pattern
of subhorizontal layers. Then, the aim of the gravity inver-
sion is to model the causative bodies, not as isolated
rounded bodies, but as ridges and valleys for the disconti-
nuity interfaces. The model is described by the geometry of
the discontinuity subhorizontal interfaces that separates
layers with different density contrasts.
[25] As in the previous case of basins, the general optimal

approach is not fully effective, but can be modified to obtain
a suitable version that produces discontinuity interface
models. The idea is nearly the same as in section 2.2: to use
a selective weighting of parameters that produce the effect
of translating the optimal cell selection from a neutral con-
figuration to a configuration close to the assumed interfaces.
[26] We will assume an a priori environmental model

composed of several horizontal discontinuity interfaces S0,
S1, S2, … (Figure 1a). Let z0 represent the corresponding
depths (top of the model), z1, z2, …. The aim of the gravity
inversion is to get a suitable model, which fits the anomaly
data, involves a small total anomalous mass, and is deter-
mined by irregularities on the topography of the disconti-
nuity interfaces. The first conditions can be satisfied by
models obtained according the general methodology. How-
ever, to verify the last condition, we can apply some selective
weight for the parameters, capable of substituting the neutral
optimal positions for the cells by optimal positions, connected
with the discontinuity surfaces Sk, k = 0,1,…, as they evolve
throughout the inversion process.
[27] Between the limiting surfaces Sk, the model takes

only one density contrast value, Drk (or a prescribed con-
tinuous function for continuous density increase). For an
arbitrary step of the model growth, some cells have been
previously filled on positions close to the interfaces. Then
the resulting interfaces have become nonplanar features.
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Next, the approach tries to locate a new cell that will be
modified to increase the size of the anomalous model,
according to the general growth process. All the cells along
all the layers are tried (systematically or according a random
selection). However, instead of the general condition given
by (5), we will consider a modified condition, given by (6),
now with

pjj ¼ aþk �k � Zj
� �þ bþk ;

if cell j is located on layer k = 0,1,2,…, and the positive
contrast is tried

pjj ¼ a�k �k � Zj
� �þ b�k ;

if cell j is located on layer k = 0,1,2,…, and the negative
contrast is tried, and

pij ¼ 0 if i 6¼ j:

Coefficients ak
+ > 0 provide assumed downward displace-

ment and flatness of positive mass upon k interface. Coef-
ficients ak

− < 0 provide upward displacement and flatness of
negative mass below k interface. Coefficients bk

+ and bk
− are

arranged to get a mean unit weight for each layer Sk and
added anomalous volumes, positive one Vk

+ and negative
one Vk

−:
ZZZ

Vþ
k

aþk �k � Zj
� �þ bþk

� �
dX dY dZ ¼ Vþ

k ;

ZZZ
V�
k

a�k �k � Zj
� �þ b�k

� �
dX dY dZ ¼ V�

k

ð9Þ

When the scale factor f in (6) reaches one, the growth
process ends, and the resulting anomalous model is deter-
mined by the irregularities of the assumed discontinuity
interfaces (Figure 1b). A regional trend is simultaneously

determined. Section 3 offers some simulation examples for
better understanding.

3. Synthetic Simulation Tests

[28] To develop some simulation tests for the gravity
inversion method, we consider a simulated gravity survey
composed of 422 bench marks covering, according a non-
planar nongridded distribution, an area about 4.6 km2 size
(Figure 2). Below this zone, we assume several buried
anomalous structures given by simple geometrical bodies.
We also assume the presence of a linear regional trend given
by (2), with g0 = 9000 mGal (1 mGal = 10−8 m s−2) for
gravity offset, gx = 900 mGal/km for WE gradient and gy =
−900 mGal/km for SN gradient.

3.1. Isolated Buried Bodies

[29] We consider an arbitrary structure constituted by (1) a
right prismatic deep body with positive density contrast
400 kg/m3, (2) a right prismatic shallow body with negative
contrast −600 kg/m3, and (3) a tilted prismatic deep bodywith
the same negative contrast −600 kg/m3 (see Figure 3). The
exact gravity effect produced by these bodies ranges between
−2303 and 2229 mGal. Once the assumed regional trend is
added, the simulated gravity anomaly is given in Figure 2.
[30] In this case we apply the inversion method with a

flatness value a = 0, which corresponds to the general
approach for neutral weighting and neutral positioning. We
assume the exact density contrast 400 and −600 kg/m3, and
then look for inverse structure without any other particular
hypothesis. The model given in Figure 4 is obtained using a
3‐D partition composed of 30,000 prismatic cells with a
mean side of about 20 m. This solution fits the simulated
anomaly within ±1 mGal. The simultaneously adjusted
trend is given by the resulting values: g0 = 8998 mGal, gx =
897 mGal/km, and gy = −903 mGal/km, which correspond to
a good approximation to the assumed values.

Figure 2. Simulated gravity survey composed of 422 bench marks on an area 4.6 km2 size. Contour
lines for simulated gravity anomaly correspond to the first simulation test (isolated bodies).
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[31] By comparing Figures 3 and 4a, we observe some
characteristics of the inversion approach. First, the approach
provides a good enough solution about the location (depth)
and general distribution of anomalous bodies. The resulting
anomalous masses are similar to their simulated values.

Second, there are some distortions about the geometry of the
resulting bodies with respect to the simulated regular shape.
This is due to using a smoothness condition as the only
general constraint. Then, rounded bodies adjust regular
bodies with sharp vertex. Third, the effect of rounding
increases with depth. The top of the bodies partially main-
tain the sharp contours of the simulated bodies, but the
bottom is characterized by rounded geometry.
[32] Figure 4b corresponds to the same simulation bodies,

but now including a noise in the simulated data. We suppose
a Gaussian noise with standard deviation ±10 mGal, which
corresponds roughly to 1% of the standard deviation of the
anomaly data. The inversion approach allows us to deal with
noisy data by selecting a suitable factor l for balance
between fitness and smoothness of the model. The optimal
value is selected to produce uncorrelated residual noise
[see Camacho et al., 2007]. The resulting fit level now is
±10 mGal. The parameters of the regional trend now become
g0 = 8997 mGal, gx = 904 mGal/km and gy = −902 mGal/km.
In addition, the inverse model appears more rounded,
involving a smaller total anomalous mass (positive and
negative). Distortions are bigger in the deeper portions.

3.2. Basin Structure

[33] Using the same nongridded nonplanar bench mark
distribution of section 3.1, we assume here a structure
composed of a shallow basin filled with negative density
contrast −600 kg/m3 and a buried regular prism filled with
positive density contrast 400 kg/m3 (see Figure 5). In
addition to the simulated gravity effect of these homoge-
neous bodies, we assume the presence of an additional
gravity linear trend, the same as section 3.1.
[34] In a first execution of the inversion routine, we do not

assume any hypothesis about a basin structure. Then, we look
for the neutral inverse position. We assume as prescribed

Figure 3. First simulated structure, constituted by several,
positive and negative, isolated bodies on deep and shallow
positions. A linear regional trend is also assumed. The cor-
responding gravity anomaly is given in Figure 2.

Figure 4. Inversion models for the simulated gravity anomaly of Figure 2 corresponding to the regular
anomalous bodies of Figure 3 and an additional linear trend. (a) As obtained from the exact anomaly data.
(b) As obtained from the anomaly data contaminated with a small Gaussian noise.
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density contrast the true values −600 and 400 kg/m3. The
resulting inverse model is given in Figure 6a. The adjusted
trend values are g0 = 9129 mGal, gx = 820 mGal/km, and gy =
−927 mGal/km, and the fit level is about ±3 mGal. As sus-
pected, the negative body appears as an isolated buried
structure, different from a basin schema. It is interesting to
point out the existence of a fictitious shallow positive ring
around the negative body.
[35] Next, we try the inversion approach assuming a basin

structure and playing with possible a values. Automatically,
the inverse process produces shallower negative bodies (see
Figure 6b). We increase a parameter to get that one pro-
ducing a negative structure with its top surface adapted to
the outer topographic surface. That model (Figure 6c) is
adopted as our best option for inverse modeling for the basin
structure. Meanwhile, for the positive anomalous structure,
we keep the neutral weighting, and then this body appears
always in a similar buried position.
[36] For the optimal model (Figure 6c) the fit level is

about ±1 mGal, and the regional trend has the adjusted
parameters g0 = 8991 mGal, gx = 905 mGal/km, and gy =
−902 mGal/km. We observe that the fictitious shallow ring
of positive density has disappeared. The shape and size of
the negative inverse model is very similar to the “true”
structure. The positive body keeps a similar position with
some rounding effect in the bottom as usual for general
inversion with smoothness constraints.
[37] Increasing the flattening coefficient, a, from its

optimal value, the resulting inverse model keeps a basin
structure (with the top surface open to the air) but tends to
becomes very flat (see Figure 6d) and the fit is poor (about
±4 mGal).
[38] We have assumed the “true” density contrast in the

modeling. Assuming some other initial density contrast, the
resulting model is not very different regarding its location,
total anomalous mass and general shape. If the assumed
density contrasts are smaller than the “true” ones, the

anomalous volume becomes larger, with an inflated or more
rounded shape. If the assumed density contrasts are larger
than the “true” ones, the anomalous volume becomes
smaller, with a “skeletal” or more concentrated shape.
[39] For the case of a model constituted by several sub-

horizontal layers, simulation tests are similar. The positive
and negative mass located on a layer is displaced, by a
suitable weighting, downward or upward, respectively, to be
close to a discontinuity interface, in the same form that the
negative mass is displaced upward in the case of a basin. As
suspected, the deeper parts of the structure become more
rounded than the shallower.

4. Application Case: Subhorizontal Interfaces

[40] To show the application possibilities of the method
and the aspect of the resulting layered models, we present
here an inversion model for the volcanic island of Tenerife
(latitude = 28.3°, longitude = 16.5°). The island is assumed
as constituted by several homogeneous layers limited by
discontinuity subhorizontal interfaces.
[41] Tenerife, the largest of the Canary Islands, has an

eruptive history of over 12 Myr, including a shield building
phase and the construction of a central volcanic structure,
the Las Cañadas edifice from 3.5 Ma onward [Martí et al.,
1994]. Its geological and tectonic evolution was described in
several papers [Martí et al., 1994; Ancochea et al., 1998;
Araña et al., 2000].
[42] Several previous works based on gravity, seismic, and

geological data [MacFarlane and Ridley, 1968;Bosshard and
MacFarlane, 1970;Watts et al., 1997;Fernández et al., 2009]
present the island as composed of several subhorizontal layers
with density values ranging from 2000 and 2300 kg/m3 (lavas
and volcanoclastics), close to the surface, to 3100 kg/m3
(mantle‐like material), at a depth of about 9 km (see Figure 7).
Here we apply the new inversion approach for interface
modeling using available gravity data [Gottsmann et al.,
2008]. The data survey is composed of 377 selected bench
marks covering the central sector of the island (Figure 7). The
Bouguer anomaly was calculated using a terrain correction
for terrain density 2200 kg/m3 within a dense DEM. Figure 8
shows the corresponding anomaly map and the location of the
bench marks. These anomaly values range around a mean
250,000 mGal, with a standard deviation of 20,000 mGal.
Taking into account the quality of the gravity and elevation
data, the resolution of the DEM and the distance between
neighbor bench marks, the assumed mean precision of the
anomaly map is about ±350 mGal.
[43] To get an inversion model based on several disconti-

nuity interfaces, we start from an initial nonanomalous model
of horizontal layers. For that, we assume a mean simplified
configuration close to the published models (see Figure 7):
top interface, S0, topographic surface (reaching an elevation
3000 m at the Teide volcano in the center); horizontal inter-
face S1 at a depth 2000m below sea level (bsl); and horizontal
interface S2 at a depth 7000 m below sea level (bsl). More-
over, we assume the density contrasts corresponding to the
previous discontinuity interface. For this simple model, we
assume the same value 200 kg/m3 for discontinuities across
the interfaces S0, S1, and S2. At the end of the inversion
process, we obtain a model constituted by several sub-
horizontal layers. The first layer appears as a basin just

Figure 5. Second simulated structure, constituted by a
shallow basin filled with homogenous negative density con-
trast −600 kg/m3 and an isolated subsurface body defined by
a right prism with density contrast 400 kg/m3.
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above the resulting S0 interface. Assuming a mean density of
2100 kg/m3 the shallowest layer, the successive layers have
densities as follows: 2100 kg/m3 above S0, 2300 kg/m3

between S0 and S1, 2500 kg/m3 between S1 and S2, and
2700 kg/m3 below S2. These initial mean values correspond
to a simplified model in agreement with suggestions from
previous papers on the structure of the island [see
MacFarlane and Ridley, 1968; Bosshard and MacFarlane,
1970; Watts et al., 1997; Fernández et al., 2009].
[44] After several trials, we obtain a 3‐D inverse model

constituted by around 80,000 prismatic cells, with a mean

length of 500 m. The fit level is given by the standard
deviation of the resulting final residuals. A robust estimate is
300 mGal. This value is not far from the assumed quality of
the anomaly model.
[45] The inversion procedure also adjusts an adjusted

regional linear trend. In this case, the trend is characterized
by a horizontal gradient about −1024 mGal/km with course
N109°E. This could correspond partially to a general crustal
thickening toward the African continent.
[46] Figure 9 shows selected horizontal and vertical pro-

files through the resulting 3‐D model for anomalous density

Figure 6. Inverse models for the simulated gravity anomaly corresponding to the regular anomalous
bodies of Figure 5 and an additional linear trend. (a) Model corresponding to neutral position (a = 0,
no additional weighting). (b) Intermediate model corresponding to small weighting. (c) Model corre-
sponding to optimal weighting. (d) Flat model corresponding to high weighting coefficient a.
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Figure 7. Some published models, obtained from gravimetric, seismic and geological information,
and presenting Tenerife structure as composed of subhorizontal layers. (a) Modified from main character-
istics of Bosshard and MacFarlane [1970], (b) modified main characteristics of Watts et al. [1997], and
(c) modified from main characteristics of Fernández et al. [2009].

Figure 8. Gravity anomaly (mGal) on Tenerife Island (latitude 28.3°, longitude 16.5°) as defined by
377 bench marks [Gottsmann et al., 2008]. Assumed density for terrain correction was 2200 kg/m3.
Easting and northing UTM coordinates.
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distribution. Figure 10 shows the topography of the adjusted
discontinuity interfaces S0, S1 and S2 that define the 3‐D
inverse model. So the model is composed of several sub-
horizontal layers corresponding to the assumed density
steps. The core of the island extends from the bottom of the
model (10 km bsl) to about 2 km bsl at its shallowest part
located SW of Las Cañadas (central edifice). This cumulitic
body (with a mean density value of 2700 kg/m3 coming
from the assumptions about density distribution in the
model) would probably be composed of remanent magma
chambers, dike complexes, volcanic edifices, dense volca-
noclastics or lava flows. The interface S2 shown in Figure 10
constitutes the top of this layer. Immediately above it, we
model the intermediate layer with density 2500 kg/m3,
which would correspond to basalts for the shield structure.
The top of this layer is defined by interface S1, and reaches
depths above sea level in the central part of the island
(Figures 9 and 10). The shallowest layer is modeled with
density 2300 kg/m3 located above S1 and extending to the

open surface. Our interpretation is that this layer corre-
sponds to lavas and consolidated pyroclastic deposits. The
shallowest of all modeled layers marked by the distribution
of interface S0, is modeled by light structures with mean
density of 2100 kg/m3, which we interpret to relate to young
lavas and pyroclastic deposits of the Las Cañadas and Pico
Viejo‐Teide complex, including the areas of recent volca-
nism along major lineaments. Some low‐density bodies
close to the shore can be interpreted as alluvium. The hor-
izontal and vertical profiles in Figure 9 and the topograph-
ical maps of the interfaces in Figure 10, allow a visual
display of the main features of the model.

5. Conclusions

[47] We have modified our gravity inversion tool
GROWTH to account for subhorizontal layering and basin
structures. The new routine is based on two general con-
straints: to fit the data (model fitness) and to involve a small

Figure 9. Some horizontal and vertical profiles of the 3‐D inverse model of anomalous density for
Tenerife Island. Assumed density values for the successive layers are 2100, 2300, 2500, and 2700 kg/m3.
This model fits the data within ±300 mGal and verifies a general smoothness condition.
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Figure 10. Model application to Tenerife Island. Topographical features of modeled discontinuity inter-
faces S0, S1, and S2 and their respective depths (in m).
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total anomalous mass (model smoothness). The new
approach introduces an additional weighting to get a higher
proximity of the adjusted anomalous elements to some pre-
scribed surfaces that conform to common geological struc-
tural types. In this way, the adjusted features of the
discontinuity interface can describe the model. The main
advantages of this approach are (1) 3‐D context, (2) nearly
automatic approach, (3) simultaneous adjustment of a (linear)
regional gravity trend, (4) possibility of including simulta-
neously positive and negative anomalous structures in the
model, (5) good enough determination of positions and sizes of
the anomalous bodies (according simulation), (6) optional
degree of fitting of the anomalous mass to each interface (from
a neutral position to a very flat and close fitting), (7) non-
gridded, nonplanar, nonexact data are accepted, and (8) unified
approach for isolated bodies, basins and subhorizontal inter-
face structures. The previous synthetic tests give insight on the
modeling particularities. The main disadvantage of the present
approach is the same as in any other gravity inversion
approach: the nonuniqueness of solution that comes from the
general ambiguity of the potential problem. The adjusted
inverse solution must be considered only as a good or inter-
esting model that should be validated with results from other
techniques. In particular, we observe a trend of rounding of the
deep sharp details. Moreover, gravity anomaly is not sensitive
to horizontal stratification. Then, the initial mean depth of the
interface must come from another geophysical information
(seismology) or from drilling.
[48] One of the purposes of this inversion approach for

interface modeling is to allow addition of geologically rea-
sonable constraints to the previously published general
inversion. The software tool can be obtained free from the
authors.
[49] With respect to the application example (Tenerife

Island), we obtain a model described by subhorizontal layers
limited by irregular interfaces. The modeling assumptions
(initial horizontal layers and density values) come from
previous literature. This modeling provides insight on the
applicability of the inverse approach, and on the other hand
gives valuable information about the 3‐D structure in depth
of the island as composed of four main layers: cumulitic
complex in the bottom, shield basalts, and volcanic deposits
of variable density with an overall density decrease toward
the surface.
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